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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.9 

 

General 

 AFOG-96KJHM - News: Now the individual user can make their own personalized settings how and when 
the reminders of activities shall be displayed. The settings can be accessed via the new button in the upper 
right corner of the reminder window. 

 JLIN-96TJZE - When registering customer orders and quotes, the margin between the frame of the window 
and the field was too thin when you used Windows 7 since the frames are wider there. 

 FPEN-97GAX7 - It wasn’t possible to send e-mails if the receiving language was set to Latvian and the word 
used as file name contained extended characters. Now the English word will be used as these file names. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-89ZFMA - It wasn’t possible to enter a two digit number for manufacturing documents in the 
Recording Terminal and the Print Manufacturing Order procedure. 

 MARN-93YGTG - The Reasonability check Check against rest qty. of mat. when reporting last op. as 
finished was sometimes activated in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure, even if the current rest 
amount was reported. 

 JLIN-95CKNZ - If you reported rejection in the Arrival Reporting - Subcontract procedure, the rejection 
was always displayed on warehouse 1 in the Rejection List procedure. This correction only affects 
systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 SSÖG-96LANN - Export of Delivery schedules - subc. to EDI from the Print Delivery Schedules - 
Subcontract procedure was always made on the default EDI-link. 

Purchase 

 JLIN-956HB5 - If the Setting Default arrival date on order rows on the Purchase tab was set on Today + 
lead time, only today’s date was displayed as suggested delivery date on a new order row in the Register 
Purchase Order procedure. 

 BSAN-95JEVY - When a purchase order was registered in the Refill List - Purchase procedure, no 
discount was created on the rows if the size of the discount was based on staggering registered in the 
Discount Categories procedure.  

 LREM-96KAQH - If you changed Payment method in the Payment Suggestions procedure, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. 

 JLIN-96NJBK - If you registered a Supplier link via the Prices button in the Update Supplier procedure, 
the supplier didn’t become Current supplier for the part in the Update Part procedure. 

 BKNN-973CLD - Could not make payments that were not SEPA payments to Swedbank in Finland. 

Sales 

 JLIN-93XK9A - When Check Delivery Times was performed from the Customer Order Info procedure it 
did not give the same result as when the same check was made from the Register Customer Order 
procedure. 

 FOHN-965KEF - An error message was displayed in the Import EDI Orders procedure when saving if you 
tried to find the part by using the EAN code. This error could occur if you used the format 330. 
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 SHYS-968GGR - If you registered a new customer code in the Update Customer procedure and the 
system listed customer codes, the fields Order printout via and Invoice printout via could be empty when 
you saved the new customer. 

 JLIN-968HFC - Update of the Stock balance didn’t work when you deleted rows in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure. 

 SHYS-96KM63 - If you used Finnish forms to send EDI invoices by e-mail, correct information about 

reference number was not printed on the form when making printouts in the Print EDI Invoices 
procedure. 

 SHYS-96LJ6R - The Total on the Invoice became incorrect if you used Insurance cost. 

 FOHN-96PACP - A link to Unifaun web is added in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SHYS-96PHZ2 - Order number was missing on the Finnish EDI invoice form. 

 KFTM-96S9XD - If you registered an invoice directly with both Stock update parts and No Stock update 
parts, the quantity on the order row with the No Stock update part became incorrect. 

 LREM-96SGN3 - If you in the Print Invoices procedure printed several invoices at once using the button 
Printout according to customer setting and you had selected E-mail for the setting Invoice printed via, then 
the PDF invoices became created using the Invoice form (for paper printouts) instead of using the form 
called Invoice e-mail. 

 SSÖG-96SH7L - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure could not manage staggered priced. 

 SSÖG-96VBYY - If you had created an Invoice basis without name on the last order row in the Register 
Invoices Directly procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error 

 LREM-96VGME - If you deleted an invoice basis with both Stock update parts and No Stock update parts on 
the order rows, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This error could occur in version no. 
7.4.5. 

 KFTM-96WF3Y - If you created a credit invoice from a debit invoice in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure, the correct date format wasn’t displayed on the credit invoice. 

 SSÖG-972FNN - If the Setting Show available balance on order rows? was set on No, the background 
calculations for available balance were made anyhow in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-974GPE - During Import EDI Orders with several customers, text rows were created based on the 
first customer's settings such as Statistical goods number and Country of origin. 

Inventory 

 BSAN-7WYJ7Q - The first row’s data was displayed as explanation in the Category explanation when 
another row was selected. 

 JLIN-94MACF - Some items on the Info menu on the Activities tab in the Register Nonconformity 
procedure were missing. 

 JLIN-959D44 - Automatic printout of linked documents from the Register Nonconformity procedure 
didn’t work if the nonconformity was of the type own. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Document Viewing. 

 BSAN-95YCU9 - If you selected Transport label or Label of the Crystal Reports type, no data were 

previewed under the Transport label tab in the Arrival Reporting procedure or in the Print Transport 
Labels procedure (under Inventory with the selection Arrival). This correction only affects systems with 
the supplement Warehouse. 

 JLIN-967HUU - When linking to a Supplier nonconformity (the Register Nonconformity procedure) from 
the Reminder window, the nonconformity wasn’t opened correctly. 

 BSAN-96MDS2 - If you had the setting Validate location set on Yes, mandatory activated, you could enter 
undefined location names on parts anyway. 
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 KJAN-96S9HV - If you used the variable EOQD in any planning formula that calculates data in the 
Inventory Analysis procedure, the list types Safety stock and Turnover rate didn’t work. 

 JLIN-975GF6 - The Run Netting procedure could shut down with a program error if you within the 
planning horizon had a large number of Forecast rows. 

 KJAN-97PDCH - Certain procedures for requirement analysis, for example Simulation and Delivery Time 
Check, could cause a program error in MONITOR if they were used at the same time as a netting run was 

in progress. 

 JLIN-96MC8F - No check against row type was made in the Rename Part procedure. 

 JLIN-978FCM - If an employee changed work to another operation on the same manufacturing order, the 
new operation was not updated with the text “In progress”. The material withdrawal could also be incorrect 
if the system was configured to withdraw material when starting new operations. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8JCGVG - Incorrect Employee number could be displayed in the header in the Authorize / Adjust 
Recording procedure. 

 JLIN-948AD8 - In the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure it was not possible to adjust setup times 
for work items that had been batch recorded. This adjustment also did not work for batch recorded work 
items that had used the function Extended reporting of direct work, but there it is now possible to adjust Of 
which setup time. 

 JLIN-978JEQ - A program error occurred in the Recording Terminal procedure if you used the Esc key in 
the Start work mode, if the employee only had the right Only change (work). 

Accounting 

 SHYS-95DDEX - If you used Save as... in the Register Project procedure, the Deducted time was also 
copied for the Activities. 

 KFTM-96MGMM - If you had many Voucher number series, all series weren’t displayed at the bottom of the 

list in the Print General Ledger procedure. 

 MSVK-96PCHX - No times were shown for activities in the Loading List - Project procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-95GCQ8 - In the external program called EIM Filing you can now display images using the new PDF 
viewer as well as change viewer. 

 LREM-95WGA8 - If you switched warehouse in MONITOR, the reminder for EFH didn’t work. Electronic 
Invoice Management (EIM) is a supplement to MONITOR. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-95ABTK - The Remove Part procedure didn’t check if a part was included in an Optional selection 
group, or if the part was an Addition in a Selection alternative in the Update Configuration Group 
procedure. 

 CSIG-95AGVG - Prices in the Price list in the Configuration window weren’t recalculated to the currency on 
the Customer order. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


